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Orosei’s gulf is one of the most fascinating in Sardinia.
In the direction of Sos Alinos, about 14 km from Orosei, there are
many extraordinary coves and beaches as Bidderosa, Cala
Liberotto and Cala Ginepro . The oasis of Bidderosa, so called
for the granite present in the seabed, is part of a natural park
that extends over 860 hectares protected by the Forestry
Authority. The spontaneous vegetation, consists of cork oaks,
junipers, holm oaks, dwarf palm trees and other specimens of
the Mediterranean scrub. Inside the forest, Sa Curcurica and
Bidderosa pond, an ideal shelter for nesting pink flamingos,
egrets and gray heron. The entrance by car and motorbike is
restricted from May to the end of October, with the possibility of
renting bikes, trekking, and totally immerse yourself into the
reserve. The first beach of the oasis is four kilometers far from
the entry, gradually you will find the other four, all about a
kilometer long. You can also reach it by swimming, through the
short stretch of sea, from the neighboring Cala Ginepro:
characterized precisely by a pine forest of junipers from which it
takes its name and which contrasts with the shimmering blue of
the sea. The Gulf of Orosei never ends to amaze, about 3
kilometers from the oasis you can find Cala Liberotto, an
emerald bay with a large-grained golden sand bottom,
embraced by clear rocks, which make it perfect for snorkeling
and diving, reason so it became a favorite destination for
families with children, and lovers of the seabed. Not far from the
shore, three large rocks, reachable thanks to the low seabed,
surface from the water giving to the cove an exotic appearance.
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Description
Discover the beautiful beaches of Orosei’s gulf, reachable only by boat! Pearl
of the Tyrrhenian Sea, at the first place on the top 5 of the most beautiful
places to see in Sardinia, Orosei promotes a pleasant and fun excursion, to
make you discover the wonders of the east coast and reach the most
beautiful beaches of our sea, such as the enchanting Cala Luna , the hidden
Cala Mariolu , crowned the most beautiful beach in Italy in 2016, and the
smaller Cala Sisine and Cala Biriola . The excursion, workable in different
choices as motorboats or inflatable boat, with and without a driver, starts
from the Marina beach, in Orosei and provides the opportunity to admire all
the coves and the most suggestive corners of the Gulf, up to the wild Cala
Goloritzè , heritage of the 'Unesco. During the journey it will also be possible
to make bathing, snorkeling, diving and visit the numerous caves of which
the coast is rich, including the Bue Marino caves. The transparency and color
of the sea are unequaled, even when compared to the most renowned exotic
and tropical destinations decidedly more difficult to reach.
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Description
After an excursion around the coves, you deserve a day surrounded into
our equipped and relaxing oases. The beach of Marina , two kilometers
long, full of fine sand, mixed with shells and gravel, has transparent water
of an iridescent blue, often beaten by the wind, is a good destination for
surfers. Following the oases of Su Barone and Su Petrosu , where fine
and coarse sand mixes creating particular golden shades, with a sea
characterized by different turquoise colors, which becomes almost
immediately deep; while around a thick and large pine grove, allows you
to enjoy the spaces in total relax, and having refreshment in the hottest
hours of the day. Finally, the Osala beach, almost five kilometers long, is
an expanse of golden and thin sand, protected and bordered by dark
cliffs, offers you a solitary and particular suggestion. Lovers of walks, on
foot or by mountain bike, can follow the surrounding paths, to enter the
nearby Su Petrosu pond, rich in vegetation and scents of the
Mediterranean scrub, such as oleanders and ancient pine trees, or myrtle
bushes that scent the beach. Along the coast there are several kiosks, to
enjoy an aperitif with good music and refreshment points to taste
traditional dishes facing the sea. There are also some equipped areas for
umbrellas rental, showers, kayaks, for camper vans. designed for all your
needs, and for children an adventure park built among the trees to have
fun, while mom and dad relax themselves.
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Description
Among the natural jewels of Orosei, still well preserved in the thick
vegetation, several nuragic sites, sacred wells and Domus de Janas
stand out. The Nuraghe Gulunie , also known as Osala, named like
the cove in which it is located, is the best preserved in the area, is
near the sea and dominates the entire gulf. Built with basaltic blocks,
the interior of the nuraghe is unfortunately invaded by collapsing
material and therefore inaccessible; mono tower, considering its
position, probably had a watching function, in fact it presents a
sensational view. The sacred source of Sa Linnarta , on the other
hand, is part of a big Nuragic village, dominated by a large corridor
Nuraghe. The well, religious center of the community, also venerated
by the Romans, as attested by two lead "tablee defixionis" of the 1st
century AD. found there, it is built with basalt stones and is accessed
by a short staircase. In front of it, an architraved door lightened by a
drain window leads into the compartment, where the water flowed
and drew. Still the Panatta Nuraghe , the only specimen built in
limestone and finally Sa conca Ruia , an area where the suggestive
Domus De Janas (fairy houses) can be glimpsed in the rock.
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Description
Those who stop in Orosei will discover a picturesque historic center, with 13
churches, baroque treasures, such as the church of San Giacomo Apostolo,
patron of the village, the oratory of Santa Croce, the Church of the Rosary
and in the immediate nearby the Church of Sas Animas . Going up you
come across a medieval castle, "Sa Preione Vezza", an ancient judicial castle
which became a baronial prison in the fifteenth century. We are surrounded
in the neighborhood of "Palathos Betzos", a complex of streets that houses
numerous palaces of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, inhabited in
the past by the most important families of the Barony. In this district there is
the "Don Giovanni Guiso Museum" residence of noble family, which today
hosts a varied and unique collection of ancient miniature theaters from all
over Europe. Following the streets of the center you arrive at the medieval
complex of Sant'Antonio Abate, which contains, in a vast courtyard, a 14th
century church, a domed well and a Pisan tower linked to the legend of the
local hero Thomas Mojolu. Finally, in the small and traditional shops you can
admire the beautiful Sardinian handicrafts and buy local products.
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Orosei called the "City of Oil", for the numerous olive tree groves
and oil mills, is able to fascinate, as well as with its culture and its
history, with the food and wine and the excellent agricultural
products, the carasau bread, sweets and good wine, that have
always accompanied the many town festivals. In fact, it boasts a
festival for every season, most of which are religious, which makes
it a country rich in traditions, to be discovered all year round. On
January 16th we start with the feast of Sant'Antonio Abate ,
characterized by the lighting of an imposing bonfire in honor of
the Saint, inside a large courtyard of the church dedicated to
him. The feast of Santa Maria del Mare is celebrated on the last
Sunday in May, with a colourful procession of boats that, once
decorated with flowers, take the simulacrum of the Virgin to the
country church of Santa Maria e' Mare. The rites of Holy Week
begin on Holy Thursday with "Sos Sepurcros", continue on Friday
with "Su Brossolu", the coffin where the simulacrum is placed,
accompanied in procession, and ends on Sunday with "S'Incontru"
which celebrates the encounter between the risen Christ and his
mother. The Feast of St. Giacomo , patron of Orosei, is celebrated
on 25 July, with celebrations that last a week, alternating religious
rites with civil events, songs and
local dances. Finally, the
Madonna del Rimedio feast, takes place on the second Sunday
of September, preceded by the two novenas, during which the
faithful occupy the cumbessias, where they will live for the entire
period of the festival, very much felt by the inhabitants who
joyfully greet the summer period.

sports and outdoor
activities

Description
Orosei is the ideal place to fully enjoy nature and the wonders of the
area. Thanks to its mild climate you will have the opportunity to choose
different outdoor activities and water sports:
Andalia: www.andaliatour.com
Tourist services, boat
excursions, wine and food tours, guided tours
Telephone +39 342 724 8385 +39 0784 1949325
Sweet Summer:
Boat tours and water sports,
Boat rentals +39 3405474009 +39 3405482164
Oroseinbike: www.oroseinbike.it
Guided mountain bike and
road bike tours, bike rental
Phone: +39 370 1325002 Mail: info@oroseinbike.it
OroseiAdvenTours: orosei-adventours.business.site
Excursions, Trekking, Jeep
Tour 4x4, Kayak, Cultural/enogastronomic tours
Phone +39 344 1202654 Mail: oroseiadventours@gmail.com
Jebel Sardinia: www.jebelsardinia.com
Agency for excursions,
Trekking, Jeep Tour 4x4, Kayak, Climbing, Canyoning, Canyoning, Food and wine
tours Telephone +39 338 305 4973 Mail info@jebelsardinia.com
Orosei Diving Center: www.oroseidivingcenter.com
Diving, diving courses
Phone: +39 349 5983533
Sea Roots Nautic School: www.searoots.it
Nautic School, Surfing,
Windsurfing, SUP and Sailing
Phone +39 340 6642463 Mail info@searoots.it
Osalla Water Sport: www.facebook.com/avalewatersports/
Windsur, stand up paddle and kayak school Telephone + 39 351 578 5768
Mail owscorosei@gmail.com

Overnight and restaurants

Azienda agricola Donnalina
Località foiai, 08028 Orosei
Telefono: +39 333 214 0661 +39 3200723649
info.donnalina@gmail.com
Agriturismo Gulunie
S.S. 125 Km. 214, loc. Gulunie Osala - Orosei
Telefono: +39 347 0894562 328 8748917
www.gulunie.com Mail:gulunie@tiscali.it

Holiday Homes
Cherchi Emiliano
+39 3339481037
arredi.cherchi@hotmail.it
Contu Sandro
+39 3472488309
sandrocontu69@tiscali.it

Bar Ristorante Osalla Beach Garden
Località Osala, 08028 Orosei
Telefono: +39 340 552 6505

Dessena M.Antonietta
+39 3485263364
direzione@gvoroseimarbles.com

Bar Trattoria Da Manù
Piazza del Popolo, 17, 08028 Orosei
Telefono: +39 0784 999377

Dessena Lucia Francesca
+39 3336400501

B&B Domo Pro Vois
Via Roma, 7, 08028 Orosei
Telefono: +39 366 340 4670 +39 078498540
www.provois.it
domoprovois@gmail.com
B&B Santu Juanne
Vico IV Nazionale
Telefono: 349 4091212
www.santujuanne.it
info@bb-santujuanne.it

Casa Mesagustu
+39 338 3054973
Domo Mea
+39 3393656352
antochessa.66@gmail.com

